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Abstract. We show how to calculate the ratio sets of (/-measures as limit points
of infinite products of the associated ^-functions. In particular, we show that every
^-measure is of type IIIj.

1. Introduction. By Dye's celebrated theorem, every ergodic system of type II
or type III is orbit equivalent to one of the form (X, Γ, μ), where Zis the infinite product
of two-point spaces, Γ the (countable) group of finite coordinate changes in X, and μ
some measure on X which is quasi-invariant and ergodic with respect to the action of
Γ. The Krieger-Araki-Woods ratio set, discussed in [9], is an invariant for orbit
equivalence, allowing classification into systems of types II 1? II„, IIIl9 IIIA (0<λ<\),
and IΠ0. We will discuss here only probability measures.

In a recent paper [1], two of the authors introduced the G-measure formalism,
showing that all ergodic measures may be regarded as a generalization of the g-measures
of M. Keane, that is, there are functions gk on X such that

dμin)

Here, μ(w) denotes the measure μ averaged over the first n coordinates, and the function
gt depends on the coordinates (xi9xi+ί9 •) and satisfies

— (<7;(0, jc. + i , xi + 2, '' ) + gι(\, Xi+u * i + 2> ' ' " ) ) = 1 f ° r every xeX.
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In this paper, we shall seek to characterise the ratio set of μ in terms of the limit points
of infinite products of the form Wf=nQi(u)lgi{v)9 u,veX. Our major result, Theorem
4.4, gives a necessary and a different sufficient condition which are nevertheless rather
close to each other, for a number r to belong to the ratio set. In Section 5, this theorem
is applied to show that provided the image of g contains an interval, every ^-measure
is of type III^ Hence by a theorem of Connes-Krieger [3], [5], they are all orbit
equivalent. In the last section, we apply our results to infinite product measures.
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